CONDITION REPORT re FTC INFORMATION BOARDS
There are 8 Information Boards within the ownership of Filey Town Council situated in
prominent tourism positions around the town.
The construction of each was, initially, identical. The only difference being the detail in
the artwork. There is clear evidence that some work, albeit relatively minor, mainly in
replacement of some fixings, has been undertaken on some of the structures.
The basic construction consists of 2 upright columns, surmounted with a spherical finial,
between which are 2 horizontal beams, fixed to the columns by brackets.
The artwork is within a frame that is also bracketed to the columns.
The materials used in the construction appear to be mainly Aluminium and Steel, all
items have a coating of either paint or plastic.
Upper beam with Filey Coat of Arms attached together with “WELCOME TO FILEY”.
When originally installed the Coat of Arms was a true representation in full colour but
this has since been painted over in Gold.
Column, surmounted
by spherical finial

Artwork consisting of a map of Filey
together with notes about aspects of the
history of the town plus historic images.
Mounted in a frame, attached to the
columns by brackets, covered by plastic
glazing and backed by metal.
An advert on behalf of the original sponsor
is included

Lower beam with text “INFORMATION”
Identification and Location of Information Boards
1 Bus Station

2 The Crescent

5 Yorkshire Water
(Cargate)

6 Herring Hill

3 Glen Gardens entrance
off West Avenue
7 St Oswald’s

4 Crescent Hill
8 Country Park

SUMMARY
It is suggested that all 8 items are in need of remedial work to varying degrees.
It is recommended that everything possible is unbolted and removed to premises
where all the remaining coating should be removed.
It is not practical to remove the columns but it is possible to unbolt all the other
items.
Close examination of all components should be undertaken with the intention of preparing a further report to discuss the best way forward.
Initial, on site, investigation has shown that there are a number of fundamental
defects, mainly fasteners that are rusting or require retightening.
DETAILS
1. UPPER BEAM
The Coat of Arms was originally in full colour showing a correct representation. With
the passage of time the colours deteriorated and the decision was taken to apply
Gold paint over the whole Coat of Arms.
It may be that this is contrary to the regulation of the College of Arms in granting the
Coat of Arms to Filey.

2. LOWER BEAM
On at least one of the Information Boards there is serious breakdown of the
surface treatment, believed to be Plastic Coating in this case, that has allowed
severe corrosion to take place.

3. COLUMNS
The main part of most of the columns appear to be in reasonable condition.
However, there is evidence that some columns are
suffering from ingress of weather that has caused the
surface coating to split and may have led to corrosion
of the column. There is clear evidence that the
surface coating has seriously deteriorated.

4. BRACKETS
Cursory viewing of the brackets fixing the Upper Beam, the Lower Beam and
the Main Frame to the Columns indicates that the material(s) used may be a
mixture of Aluminium and Steel. Some of the brackets show evidence of
“White Rust” and also “Bubbling” of the surface coating.
The current design of the brackets is not consistent across all of the
Information Boards.
At some time some of the original set screws and nuts have been replaced
with inappropriate fixings of a far lower grade.
Some of the fixings have loosened allowing movement of adjacent parts of the
structure. Immediate action is required to ensure the safety of these
structures.
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5. DISPLAY FRAME
The main frame housing the artwork appears to have been manufactured
using an extruded aluminium section.
The method of fixing the glazing into the frame has proved problematic over
the years. The plastic glazing has a tendency to “belly out” to such an
extent that it can “pop” out of the frame. This has been particularly evident
at the Bus Station.

6. ARTWORK
The artwork, largely the map of Filey, has not been updated for some
years.
The existing artwork shows the logo of THE BAY as the development was
an original sponsor.
The original artwork is held by SBC which printed the display material.

RECOMMENDATION
1. It is recommended that all the component parts are unbolted and removed
to premises for a more thorough examination.
2. Consideration should be given to the removal of all the remaining surface
coating to allow proper viewing of the condition of the components.
However, this could be expensive and prove to be abortive if it is found to be
economically unviable to refurbish and recoat the existing components.
Stripping the existing coating off a few samples would provide the necessary
guidance.
3. Close examination of all components should be undertaken with the
intention of preparing a further report to discuss the best cost effective way
forward.
POSSIBLE CONCLUSIONS
Initial, on site, investigation has shown that there are a number of fundamental
defects.
A. It may be considered appropriate to simply clean up the individual items
and repaint, this is likely to require repeating over the remaining life of the
structures.
Some components will require replacing.
B. It may be that it is considered that it is not economically viable to repair the
existing items, with the exception of the columns.
However, replacement items can be designed and to reuse the existing fixing
holes in the columns.
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